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Home deposit requirements rising again 

 
The banks are granting more 100% bonds - but 
they have also raised the deposit requirements 
once more for those homebuyers that do not 
qualify for 100% loans. 
 
These figures show that the percentage of 100% 
bonds being granted rose to 41% in June,     
compared with 37% in May - but that the        
average percentage of   purchase price that non
-100% borrowers were required to pay as a    
deposit in  order to secure a home loan rose in 
the same month from 17,1% to 19,1%. 
 

"This coincided with an across-the-board increase in the prices being paid by 
homebuyers," says BetterBond CEO Rudi Botha, "and supports our previous  
observations that there is a deposit 'sliding scale' - that is, the higher the home 
price, the higher the deposit percentage is likely to be." 
 
In June, the average home price paid was R857 000, well up from the R838 000 
recorded in May and even the R843 000 achieved in April. 
 
This increase combined with the higher percentage deposit required means that 
the average buyer in June who did not secure a 100% loan was required to pay a 
deposit of some R164 000 - compared to about R143 000 the month before. 
 
However, buyers in certain sectors of the market did not need that much cash. 
The average home price paid by first time buyers in June was R615 000         
(compared to R597 000 in May), and the average percentage of  purchase price 
required as a deposit by such buyers who did not secure 100% loans, rose to 
11,5%, from 10,3% in May.   
 
Thus the average first time buyer only needed about R71 000 as a deposit. 
 
"What is more," Botha says, "most of the 100% bonds that are being granted  
currently are going to buyers at the lower end of the price scale, which is good 
news for the real estate industry as it is encouraging and helping more people to 
gain entry to the property market and steadily expanding the size of that market. 
Indeed, first time buyers currently account for 41% of the total number of loan  
applications and about 36% of all loans granted." 
 

Source: IOL Property 
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Rezoning ruling highlights the importance of due diligence  

In Maccsand v City of Cape 
Town (CCT 103/11) [2012] 
ZACC 7 and Minister for     
Mineral Resources v        
Swartland Municipality and 
Others (CCT 102/11) [2012] 
ZACC 8 (12 April 2012) 
 
According to the press       
summary of this Constitutional 
Court judgement, in October 
2007 the Minister for Mineral 
Resources granted Maccsand 
a mining permit in respect of 
the Rocklands Dune in     
Mitchells Plain, Cape Town.  
 
In August 2008, the same       
minister issued a mining right 
to the same business in      

respect of the Westridge 
Dune, also in Mitchells 
Plain. Both dunes are zoned 
as public open spaces in terms 
of the relevant provincial      
legislation.  
 
This means that mining cannot 
be carried out on them until 
they are appropriately  
rezoned.  
 
In February 2009, Maccsand 
started mining operations   
without having the dunes    
rezoned.  
 
When the City of Cape Town 
pointed out that the mining 
was not being  carried out   

legally, Maccsand contended 
that it was mining in terms of 
the Mineral and Petroleum  
Resources Development Act 
28 of 2002 (national law 
MPRDA).  
 
The matter was then litigated 
to the Constitutional Court.  
 

     Source:  Nicolene Schoeman 

        

Pro-active home security planning is of the utmost importance in being safe in 
your own home. You don’t have to live in Fort Knox, but relying just on the police 
or hoping that nothing bad will happen is not going to keep you and your loved 
ones safe. 

 
 

Basic tips to consider when reviewing or planning your home security. Plan your security around 
the following tiers: 
 Get to know your neighbours and look out for each other. It’s a good idea to exchange      

telephone numbers with your neighbours in case of emergency. 
 Be part of an armed response and neighbourhood watch in your area; 
 Install beams/electric fencing around the house; 
 Install outside lights, ensuring visibility in the evenings (motion sensor outdoor lights are   

especially useful); 
 Install a good alarm system, burglar bars, security doors and panic buttons; 
 Consider keeping small dogs inside the house; 
 Do not share security information with your domestic workers, gardeners or contractors 

working at your home; 
 Do security checks on your domestic workers/gardeners and insist on security checks for 

contractors working on your house. SAPS can assist with this. 
 
Share information of suspicious behaviour/visitors in and around your area with the  
police.   

                                                                                                                                                                                        

Home security tips 
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The surprise move by the    
Reserve Bank to reduce the 
repo rate by 50 basis points 
has prompted some        
homeowners to ponder fixing 
their mortgage rates.  

The cut has brought            
interest rates to its lowest    
levels in almost 40 years. 

Absa home loans analyst, 
Jacques du Toit, has           
advised consumers to do their 
homework before fixing their 
home loans to ensure they 
don’t end up paying more than 
the variable rate. 

Chris Hart, chief economist of 
Investment Solutions, says it’s 
premature to fix your rate now 
and predicts a further two    
interest rate cuts in the near 
future. “We have strong      
deflationary forces when it 
comes to debt.  

This is being  counteracted by 
inflationary forces so we are in 
a position where rates are still 
going to come down.” Hart 
says homeowners should      
consider the fixing option once 
the rate declines to 4% on the 
repo rate. 

Hart has also cautioned 
homeowners to factor in the 
premium they will have to pay 
to fix their home loans,      
making it too expensive.  

An example is: “If you can get 
prime minus three, you lose 
that and it becomes prime 
plus to actually fix the rate.” 

 

The pros and cons of fixing your mortgage rate  

Do your homework because you could end up paying more.  

Hart added that property had not 
taken off despite the record low 
interest rates so far but with in-
flation rising more than          
property prices for the last five 
years now bargains could be 
picked up. “If this (the low       
interest rate) does ignite the 
property market, you will have 
walked in at the right time,” Hart 
said. 

FNB home loans head of sales, 
Ewald Kellerman, says       
homeowners considering        
fixing their home loans should 
not wait until the Reserve Bank 
begins to raise its repo rate    
because by then the fixed      
interest rates on offer will have 
normally become less attractive, 
often pricing in a series of      
expected interest rate hikes. 

Du Toit says the best time to fix 
rates is when they are in a 
downward cycle and not when 
they are near or at a bottom as 
fixed rates will then reflect       
expectations of further rate cuts. 
This means that the fixed rate 
might then be above or more 
expensive than the variable one. 

Du Toit adds that in the         
current climate consumers are 
unlikely to secure a fixed rate 
that differs much from the      
variable and that it might even 
be slightly higher. 

Ooba’s executive director of 
sales and distribution, Craig 
Deats, points out that a          
decision on whether or not to fix 
your home loan rate               
depends on your personal      

financial health. 

“The advantage to borrowers of 
a fixed home loan rate is that it 
provides peace of mind,    
knowing that they can budget 
with a degree of    security that 
any rate increases over the 
contract period will not affect 
their ability to meet their debt    
obligation,” Deats said. 

Households on very tight   
budgets with little potential   
income growth would benefit 
from fixing their home loan 
rate. 

Deats added: “The               
disadvantage of a fixed home 
loan rate is that fixed rates on 
offer from banks are generally 
above the prime lending rate 
and become even less         
attractive when banks start   
anticipating     increases in the 
repo rate." 
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On divorce each spouse acquires full legal capacity, unless the court makes a special order. 
The consequences on immovable property are the same as when a marriage is dissolved by 
death. 
 
The effect on property acquired before or during marriage will now be discussed: 
 
Marriages out of community of property 
 
Where the parties are married out of community of property each continues to hold the property 
registered in his or her name, unless the court provides otherwise. The change in the status of 
the spouses must be proved to enable a registrar of deeds to ascertain whether the rights of 
third parties are affected (Allen v Allen, 1951 (3) S.A. 320 (A.D.)). 
 
Marriages in community of property 
 
Where the parties are married in community, the community of   
property is dissolved with effect from the date of the divorce, even if 
not mentioned in the order (Gates v Gates, 190 N.P.D. 361 and    
Joseph v Joseph, 1951 (3) S.A. 776 at p. 778). Each spouse is     
entitled to a half share of the estate, but the parties can agree to a 
variation which the court must confirm. If there is no agreement, then 
each spouse is entitled to one half share of the property. If there is an  
agreement, whereby the one spouse acquires the half share of the 
other spouse, transfer of the half share must be effected (see section 
45bis(1)(a) of the Deeds Registries Act 47 of 1937 (DRA)). 
 
Where property is acquired during the marriage, but is not transferred until after divorce, it 
should, in the absence of an agreement confirmed by the court, be transferred to the spouses in 
half shares, since section 17(3) of the DRA requiring transfer to be passed to the joint estate of 
a deceased person and his surviving spouse does not apply to divorces. As the Registrar will 
not be aware of the divorce, it is possible that the transfer might inadvertently be passed to the 
purchaser, alone. In such case the “other” former spouse would seem to only have a personal 
right (Bekker’s Executor v Bekker’s Trustee, 1908 T.S. 553). 
 
If property was acquired during the marriage but not transferred, it seems clear that a distinction 
must be made between property acquired by the joint estate and property acquired by one 
spouse personally, for example, by succession. In the latter it is clear that the property would be 
transferred to the spouse so acquiring it, but in the former it would seem that the property would 
have to be transferred to the parties in half shares (see Grobler v. Grobler, 1944 E.D.L. 153). 
 
It is obvious, however, that where property is acquired but not transferred before divorce that 
the full facts must be placed before the court. 

 
 
 

Source: Allen West 
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